Abstract. We present algorithms for computing similarity relations of labeled graphs. Similarity relations have applications for the refinement and verification of reactive systems. For finite graphs, we present an O(mn) algorithm for computing the similarity relation of a graph with n vertices and m edges (assuming m 2 n). For effectively presented infinite graphs, we present a symbolic similarity-checking procedure that terminates if a finite similarity relation exists. We show that 2D rectangular automata, which model discrete reactive systems with continuous environments, define effectively presented infinite graphs with finite similarity relations. It follows that the refinement problem and the VCTL' model-checking problem are decidable for 2D rectangular automata.
Introduction
A labeled graph G = (V, E , A, ((.))) consist of a (possibly infinite) set V of vertices, a set E C V 2 of edges, a set A of labels, and a function ((a)): V --f A that maps each vertex w to a label ((w)). We write post(w) = {U 1 (w,u) E E } for the successor set of the vertex w. A binary relation 5 C V 2 on the vertex set is a simulation if U 5 w implies (1) ((U)) = ((w)) and (2) for all vertices U' E post(u), there is a vertex w' E post(w) such that U' 5 U'. The vertex w simulates the vertex U if there is a simulation 5 such that U 5 w [31] . The vertices U and w are similar, written U zs w, if U simulates w and w simulates U. The similarity relation & 5 v 2 is an equivalence relation.
We consider the problem of computing the similarity relation zs.
Motivation. Labeled graphs are useful for modeling reactive systems: the vertices represent system states, the edges represent system moves, and the labels represent observations such as variable values or 1/0 events. Simulations arise in two situations of formal system design and analysis-system refinement and system abstraction. First, a system GI refines (or implements) a specification G2 if every start state of GI is simulated by a start state of G2 [l] . Then an infinite two-player game of system versus specification, each move of the system GI can be matched by a move of the specification G2 that leads to the same observation. Second, the algorithmic analysis of large, or infinite, state spaces is practical, or possible, only if we are able to identify "equivalent" system states. The resulting quotient graph, which represents an abstraction of the system, may be much smaller than the full system graph, and may even be finite for infinite system graphs. The notion of "state equivalence" depends, of course, on the class of system properties that are considered [5, 13, 181. In verification, two particularly important state equivalences are trace equivalence and bisimilarity.
Trace equivalence. The vertex w trace-dominates the vertex U if for every finite u-rooted path 'i7; there is a v-rooted path D such that ((a)) = ((V)).' The vertices U and w are trace-equivalent, written U M~ w, if U trace-dominates w and w trace-dominates U. Trace equivalence is an equivalence relation that is coarser than similarity; that is, U zs w implies U eT w, but not vice versa. Trace equivalence is important, because two vertices are trace-equivalent iff they satisfy the same formulas of linear temporal logic, and the quotient graph G/,T therefore suffices to check linear temporal properties of the system G. Trace Bisimilarity. A binary relation Z g V 2 is a bisimdation if U w implies (1) ((U)) = ((w)), (2) for all vertices U' E post(u), there is a vertex w' E post(w) such that U' S w', and (3) for all vertices w' E post(w), there is a vertex U' E post(u) such that U' Z w'. The vertices U and w are bisimilar, written U zB w, if there is a bisimulation S such that U E w [32] . Bisimilarity is an equivalence relation that is finer than similarity; that is, U zB w implies U M~ w, but not vice versa. Bisimilarity is important, because two vertices are bisimilar iff they satisfy the same formulas of branching temporal logic, and the quotient graph G/,B therefore suffices to check branching temporal properties of the system G. In addition, bisimilarity is easier to compute than trace equivalence: the Paige-Tarjan algo-rithm checks in time O(m1ogn) if two vertices of a finite labeled graph G with n vertices and m edges are bisimilar (assuming m 2 n) [33] . However, since most interesting system properties can be expressed in linear temporal logic, bisimilarity usually provides an unnecessarily weak reduction of the state space.
Similarity. We argue that in many cases, neither trace equivalence nor bisimilarity, but similarity is the appropriate abstraction for computer-aided verification. (Process algebra, which studies the behavior of state equivalences under various operations on reactive systems, provides additional justification for using equivalences that are closely related to similarity [7] .) First, for finite-state systems, the similarity quotient can be computed in polynomial time, and for effectively presented infinite-state systems, the similarity quotient can be computed symbolically. We present an O(mn) algorithm for checking if two vertices of the finite labeled graph G are similar, and a symbolic procedure for computing the similarity quotients of labeled graphs that, finite or infinite, are presented effectively. Symbolic procedures are essential for the success of computer-aided verification, which typically deals with infinite state spaces, or with state spaces that are too large to be enumerated [ll] . Our symbolic similarity-checking procedure uses the same primitives as symbolic minimization procedures for computing bisimilarity quotients [9, 281, and the procedure terminates if the input graph has a finite similarity quotient.
Second, since similarity lies strictly between trace equivalence and bisimilarity, it provides a better statespace reduction than bisimilarity, and the similarity quotient is still adequate for checking all linear temporal formulas. Indeed, two vertices are similar iff they satisfy the same formulas of branching temporal logic without quantifier switches [17] . Hence the similarity quotient is adequate for checking, say, all formulas of the branching temporal logic VCTL*, which contain only universal path quantifiers [20] . Third, infinite labeled graphs may be presented effectively using the formalism of hybrid automata for modeling reactive systems with discrete and continuous components [2] . Within hybrid automata, a maximal subclass with a decidable graph reachability problem are rectangular automata [25] . We show that 2D rectangular automata define infinite-state systems with infinite bisimilarity quotients, yet finite similarity quotients. This result gives a structural explanation for the decidability of reachability for rectangular automata, and shows that also refinement and VCTL* model-checking are decidable for 2D rectangular automata. Our work suggests that similarity is the natural state equivalence for the analysis and abstract interpretation of rectangular automata. We therefore plan to implement our symbolic procedure for computing similarity quotients within HYTECH, an automatic tool for the verification of hybrid automata [23] .
Outline. This paper consists of two parts. In Section 2, we present an O(mn) similarity-checking algorithm for finite graphs, and a symbolic similaritychecking algorithm for effectively presented infinite graphs. In Section 3, we show that all 2D rectangular automata have finite similarity relations. 2 Related work. 
(13: assert for all w E V , remove(w) = pre(prevsim(w))\pre(sim(w))} for all U E pre(w) do while there is a vertex w E V such that remowe(w) # 8 do Step 1. We start with the schema SchematicSimilarity2 shown at the top of Figure 2 , which relaxes the schema SchematicSimilarityl of Figure 1 . Step 2. The procedure SymbolicSimilarity, shown at the bottom of Figure 2 , is an instance of the schema SchematicSimilarityt. The only primitive operations of SymbolicSimilarity are boolean operations and the pre-operation on regions, and emptiness checking of regions. The procedure SymbolicSimilarity can therefore be executed for finite labeled graphs, and for infinite labeled graphs that are effective. If the similarity relation zS of the input graph is finite, then it has only finitely many blocks, and the invariant I7 ensures that the procedure SymbolicSimilarity terminates. (If is infinite, then the partition 11 needs to be refined infinitely often, and the procedure does not terminate.)
In implementing the procedure SymbolicSimilarity, we can enforce the invariant that for all regions U E TI, the region Sim(U) is a block of II, by refining the partition 11 whenever this becomes necessary due to the creation of a new simulator set. [22] . Yet the reachability problem is known t o be decidable for rectangular automata [25] . We explain this fact by showing that every 2D rectangular automaton has a finite similarity relation, which is the intersection of the two finite bisimilarity relations obtained by looking at the extremal slopes of both drifting clocks. Since every rectangular automaton defines an effective labeled graph, it follows that the refinement problem and the VCTL* model-checking problem are decidable for 2D rectangular automata. In a generalized rectangular automaton, the drifting procedure SchematicSimilarityZ:
Input: a labeled graph G = (V, E , A, ((-))).
Output: for each vertex v E V , the simulator set sim (v) . 
:= (II\{U}) U {U'};
Figure 2: Symbolic similarity checking clocks may take on negative slopes. We show that every 2D generalized rectangular automaton has a similarity quotient that, though infinite, tiles the plane in a regular manner. We conclude that linear tempord properties of 2D rectangular automata can be decided using pushdown automata.
Rectangular automata
Definition of rectangular automata [25] . w or U +trans v}. Finally, the label of a vertex is its location: for each (C,x) E VH, (((4,~) )) = C.
Thus only the discrete state is observable. (In [24] , we handle, in addition to observations of the discrete state, also rectangular observations of the continuous state.)
Effectiveness of rectangular automata [22] . The infinite labeled graph GH is effective for every rectangular automaton H . To see this, consider the class of regions that are definable by boolean combinations of (1) locations in Loc and (2) quantifierfree formulas of the theory (It,+,<) of the reals with addition. The theory (R,+,<) is decidable, closed under boolean operations, and closed under the pre-operation for rectangular automata, which corresponds to quantifier elimination [4] .
Similarity relations of 2D rectangular automata. We show that for every 2D rectangular automaton H, the infinite labeled graph GH has a finite similarity relation. In the following, we assume that the activity rectangle act is closed, and no component of act contains 0. This has the effect that during time steps, the range of the derivative ratio is a closed bounded interval with positive rational endpoints, namely, the phase slope interval Iact = [supac;, of H . We also assume that for all transitions e E Trans, if i E update(e), then the ith component of the rectangle postguard (e) is a singleton. This has the effect of making all discontinuous jumps deterministic. Open and unbounded phase slope intervals and nondeterministic jumps are handled in [24] . We begin by considering only the continuous part R2>, of the state space. We first divide the plane into . We then lift the similarity quotient to the positive portion R;, of the plane, obtaining a regular tessellation, as &own in the second pane of Figure 3 . While this tesselation gives us an infinite quotient, we can make use of the fact that the definition of the given automaton H contains a largest constant c E N. Since both derivatives dxl and dx2 are nonnegative, any two continuous states that differ only in the integer parts of coordinates larger than c are bisimilar. Hence two points in R2>, are similar if (1) their fractional parts are similar as elements of the torus T2, and (2) they agree on the integer parts of all coordinates that are no more than c. In our example, the third pane of Figure 3 shows the case c = 3 (except that each unbounded region is further partitioned according to (l) , into finitely many patches). In a final step, we take the product of the similarity quotient on R?, -with the discrete part LOC of the state space.
We now begin the formal presentation. For a nonnegative real 2 E R>o, let fiac(2) be the fractional , we denote the ray from x wifh slope a; that is, y E ~ay,(x) iff y1 2 XI and (y1 -x1)a = y2 -x2. By cone,,b(x) c R; , we denote the cone with the two boundary rays rai,(x) and ray,(x); that is, y E conea,b(x) iff either y = x, or y1 > x1 and a 5 5 b (see the left part of Figure 4) . We now define a la- Proof. We argue only that x E a y and x %, y implies that x and y are similar; for the converse see [24] .
Consider simulation as an infinite two-player game between an evader and a pursuer playing on the torus T2. The evader begins at the point x , and the pursuer begins at y. When the evader moves to X I , the pursuer must move to a point y' with y: = 1 iff x: = 1 for i = 1,2; that is, the pursuer must be able to match the moves of the evader that fall on a boundary of of Ga,b. the unit square. The evader wins if ever the pursuer cannot match its move. The pursuer wins the infinite game if it matches every evader move, ad infinitum. In particular, the pursuer can win if it can ever move to the same point as the evader. It is clear that y simulates x iff the pursuer has a winning strategy.
An optimal strategy for the pursuer is as follows. When it is above the evader, the pursuer moves at the minimal slope, waiting for the evader to enter its cone. Similarly, when it is below the evader, the pursuer moves at the maximal slope. Once the evader enters the cone of the pursuer, the pursuer intercepts the evader by moving to the same point.
With this in mind, we define a relation 5 on the torus T2, and show that 5 is a simulation for Given a point y E we partition the positive portion R2>o -of the plane into four disjoint parts:
(1) define x before y iff x E conea,a(y) and The first condition is the root of the matter. It says that y simulates x if either y and x are bisimilar at both extremal slopes; or y is below x, and y and x are bisimilar at the maximal slope; or y is above x and y and x are bisimilar at the minimal slope.
We now return to pursuit game terminology. The pursuer begins at y, and attempts to match the moves of the evader, who begins at x. We sketch a winning strategy for the pursuer when x 5 y (see [24] for details). First we consider jump edges from Erans. Suppose that the evader moves to x' such that (x,x') E Ejrans. Then the pursuer moves to y' such that (y,y') E Etrans. By condition C2 + i of the definition of 2, it follows that x' 5 yl.
Next we consider evolution edges from Etime. Assume that y above x and y S a x, and suppose that the evader moves to x' such that (x,x') E Etime. y2 < x2 implies (l,y2) z b (l,x2). y1 < X I implies (yl, 1) Ga ( X I , 1).
If x' E cone,,b(y') for some y' y, then the pursuer moves to the same point x', and wins the game. Otherwise, the pursuer moves at the minimal slope a. Since y E, x, and the %,-equivalence classes are convex, it follows that the pursuer can reach a point y' with x' 5 y'. The case y below x and y : € , x is handled symmetrically. The final case has y Sa x and y %b x, but neither y above x nor y below x. In this case, either x behind y or x before y. In the former subcase, the pursuer moves to x', catching the evader. In the latter subcase, suppose that neither y Sa x' nor y g b x'. Then there is a point x* on the line segment from x to x' such that either y above x* and y ZZ, x*, or y below x* and y g b x*. So the pursuer moves as 
Generalized rectangular automata
The rectangles of a generalized 2 0 rectangular automaton H are not restricted to the positive portion R2>o of the plane. In particular, the activity rectangle a 2 = act1 x act2 of H is a product of two arbitrary intervals act1,actz R of the real line. For a detailed treatment of generalized rectangular automata, we refer to [24]; here we only sketch our results.
First consider the case in which only one of the coordinates may take on negative derivatives; that is, 0 < inf act1 5 supactl and inf act2 < 0 < supact2. It remains to consider the case in which both coordinates may take on both positive and negative derivatives; that is, inf act1 < 0 < supactl, and inf act2 < 0 < sup act2. In this case, Iact = R; that is, each point in R2 may evolve into any direction. Then GH has a finite bisimilarity relation [22] .
Consider the linear temporal logic LTL [19] whose atomic formulas are the locations of H and the rectangles in R2. From our characterization of the similarity relation of GH, it follows that the LTL model-checking problem for generalized 2D rectangular automata can be reduced to the language inclusion problem between a pushdown w-automaton and a finite w-automaton, which is known to be decidable [16] . inf act su act2
Theorem 4 The LTL model-checking probZem is decidable for generalized 2D rectangular automata.
